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Sub: Switch over to use of SDH equipment in lieu of PDH equipment in Railway’s 
optical fibre cable links.  

**** 
 Railways have so far been using Plesio-chronous Digital hierarchy (PDH) equipment in 
Railway’s O FC links. 480 channels per fibre pair possible with PDH equipment were 
considered more than adequate for current as well as future requirement of Railways. On the 
other hand, use of Synchronous Digital hierarchy (SDH) equipment facilitates increase in 
number of channels up to 1960 with its STM-1 version. This can further be increased to 8,000 
channels per fibre by adding some cards. Other advanced versions of SDH equipment permit 
higher number of channels. 
 
2.  Cost of SDH equipment, which used to be higher as compared to PDH equipment, has 
lately shown a marked downward trend. Central Railway, in a tender opened recently, has 
received marginally lower rates for SDH equipment as compared to PDH equipment. A copy of 
Central Railway’s letter is enclosed.  
 
3.  Ministry of Railways has recently taken a decision to build a nation -wide broadband 
telecom and multimedia network by utilizing its right of way and market the telecom capacity 
and value-added IT- services created. The corporation/joint venture being set up for building 
the network & marketing telecom capacity and value -added services is expected to meet the 



full requirement of Railway’s train control, operational and accident/disaster -management 
circuits free of cost.  
 The above would lead to an increase in the requirement of channels as also bandwidth 
in Railway’s optical fibre cable links. Also, with Railways being one of very few limited users 
of PDH equipment, getting its spare parts/ components for normal repair/ replacement works is 
likely to become a problem in times to come. 
 
4.  With a view to meeting the above objectives and taking into consideration the above 
mentioned factors, it has been decided by the Board that from now onwards only SDH 
equipment should be used in lieu of PDH equipment in Railwa y’s optical fibre cable links. 
Indents in pipeline should also be modified to cater for SDH equipment. 
 
5.  RDSO should circulate the specification and existing DOT - approved vendors of SDH 
equipment to the Railways. 
 
6.  This issues with the concurrence of Finance Directorate of Ministry of Railways. 
 
 
 
Encl.: As above.  

 
(Akhil Agrawal) 

Exec. Director/Telecom Dev.,  
Railway Board 

 
Copy to:- 
Director,IRISET, Secunderabad     

 



 
 

 


